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2x4

A meeting area at the center of 2x4’s
New York studio. (OPPOSITE, FROM

Led by cofounders Michael Rock, Susan Sellers, and
Georgianna Stout, this inquisitive design consultancy seeks
to show people what’s interesting about everything.

LEFT) Susan Sellers, Michael Rock,
and Georgianna Stout.

INTERVIEW BY TIFFANY JOW
PHOTOS BY EMANUEL HAHN

You met at the Rhode Island School of Design, then reconnected
in New York. Why did you decide to start a studio together?

Michael Rock: We found a loft on Bleecker Street that we got for a
sublet—so we basically got together because of space.
Susan Sellers: We had a few great early opportunities. One was
working on the magazine Architecture New York. Cynthia Davidson
was the editor. It was a way for us to think about design conceptually
but experiment visually. We also worked on T Magazine with
Holly Brubach.
Georgianna Stout: As we got larger-scale projects, we gravitated
toward working together. There was a point where we had to do
a pitch—
Rock: It was a new-media project for Reuters. We had to have
something official, like a company. So we just made one.
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2x4 began with print, but soon was collaborating with OMA to
create an entire language for IIT’s McCormick Tribune Campus
Center. Then came your work with walls, screens, animation, and
exhibitions. How did you equip yourselves for that kind of evolution?

Sellers: Early on, we had a strong belief that we’d follow an idea
and be passionate amateurs. As we’ve grown, we’ve needed more
expertise, which we cultivate in the studio. We have five teams:
branding, strategy, architecture, environments, and digital. We
depend on that expertise, but still maintain the idea of approaching
a problem from the perspective of the user.
Rock: We always wanted to look at design as an intellectual activity.
At the same time, there was this radical transformation in design—
an explosion of branding as a way to think about the world ([even]
politicians were thinking about branding), and it became a central
point of discussion. Thanks to technology, the differences between
print and digital, and digital and space, became really complicated.
So we had this parallel relationship between our own desires to
extend beyond the limitations of print, and this change in the world
that was allowing that to go on. It was a perfect coincidence. >
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How do you define the relationship between brand and design?

Sellers: I always use the example of noir film. You start out knowing
the end of the story, but you take a lot of pleasure in how it is told.
Brand is the story, and in brand you’re always retelling that story
though design experiences.
Something that characterizes your firm is that it’s ideas-specific, not
medium-specific. You translate those ideas in an experimental way
that often results in something unexpected, but clearly related to
the project at hand. Where do those ideas come from?

Stout: They always come from within the brand. We look for likeminded outside influences or references that help us tell about who
they are.
Rock: Brands want a multivalent personality. We dig into a brand’s
history, but also try to understand how it exists in a world where all
these other stories are going on and interacts with them in some way.
We want to be the conduit that brings things from the outside into the
brand, and the inside of the brand to the public. >

Scenes from inside 2x4, located in
Manhattan’s SoHo neighborhood.
(OPPOSITE) A model for the current
exhibition “Post Zang Tumb Tuuum.
Art Life Politics: Italia 1918–1943” at
the Fondazione Prada.
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Sellers: Brand is also getting at really essential questions that
cross all kinds of industries and expressions. If we’re working for
a women’s fashion brand, it’s somehow always about women’s
identity, expressing that identity, and the power to do that. That
might lead to a project where we talk about women superheroes,
and commission a set of female comic book artists to create murals
for a runway show. It’s tangential to the brand, but it’s engaging those
essential questions and bringing them to light in a new way.
You actually did that for the spring/summer 2018 collection for Prada,
one of your longtime clients. You’ve also worked with Rem Koolhaas
for more than two decades, and done multiple commissions for
Target, Tiffany & Co., Arper, Nike, and others.

Rock: It’s complicated to step into something and, from scratch,
mesh with people you never knew before and do something amazing.
It’s almost impossible. So knowing your client and their capabilities
is essential to doing good work. That’s what we really fall back on at
times: people we can depend on.
2x4 works across cultural and commercial enterprises. What’s the
common thread among your clients?

Sellers: We don’t see our clients as high- or low-brow. We’re
looking for interesting commonalities in culture and how they’re
evinced through different organizations. Google might be about
technology, but it might want to present itself as humanist, or even
cultural. Lincoln Center might be all about culture, but it also wants
to express how it engages with technology. We like twisting people’s
expectations around what culture is, or what populism is, and make
them see what’s interesting about everything.

What’s the hardest part about what you do?

Rock: The coordination between a lot of talented, opinionated,
strong-willed people. That starts with us, then extends to the people
we work with.
Sellers: It does really come back to brand, though, and asking simple
questions. It’s about being open to all the complex ideas, then boiling
them down to key principles and deciding what you care about.
That’s the hard work.
How you do your individual strengths complement each others’?

Stout: We try not to position ourselves as different from each other.
When a project comes in, we don’t say, “That’s a retail project, so you
should do it.” We each want to have all of those experiences.
Rock: If I need to go deep on something, those two are going to take
care of me. Everybody’s adjusting for each other all the time. From
the beginning, we never wanted to be known as individuals—we
wanted to be known as a group. And that’s what makes it work.

(THIS SPREAD) Scenes from inside
2x4’s Manhattan studio.
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